List of Completed Dissertations in the Department of Dance at UC Riverside


Michelle Heffner, “Bailando la Historia/Flamenco Bodies in History and Film,” 1998


Riselia Bezerra, “‘Sambations’: Samba and the Politics of Syncopation,” 2000


Jens Giersdorf, “Choreographing Socialism: Bodies and Performance in East Germany Before, During, and After the Fall of the Wall,” 2001


Karen Schaffman, “From the Margins to the Mainstream: Contact Improvisation and the Commodification of Touch,” 2001


Yutian Wong, “Choreographing Asian America: Club O' Noodles and Other Mis-Acts,” 2001


Juliet McMains, “Glamour Lessons: Race, Class, and Gender in the American Dancesport Industry,” 2003
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Paul Weighill, “The 2-Step Tales of Hahashka: Experiences in Corporeality and Embodiment in Aboriginal California,” 2004


Carla Huntington, “Moving Beyond the Baumol and Bowen Cost Disease in Professional Ballet: A 21st Century Pas de Deux (Dance) of New Economic Assumptions and Dance History Perspectives,” 2004

Danielle Robinson, “Race in Motion: Reconstructing the Practice, Profession, and Politics of Social Dancing, New York City 1900-1930,” 2004

Hyunjung Kim, “Choreographies of Gender and Nationalism in Contemporary South Korean Dance,” 2004


Jill Nunes Jensen, “Re-Forming the Lines: A Critical Analysis of Alonzo King’s LINES Ballet,” 2005


Melissa Blanco Borelli, “A Case of Hip(g)nosis: An Epistemology of the Mulata Body and her Revolutionary Hips,” 2006


Amita Nijhawan, “We Are Cool Now...in Hamara India Bikinis, Bike Races and Dancing Bodies in the “Age of Globalization,” 2007

Roxane Fenton, “Circuits of Representation: Figure Skating and Cultural Meaning in U.S. Popular Culture,” 2007
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Won Sun Choi, “Re-Presentations of Han, a Special Emotional Quality, in Korean Dancing Culture,” 2007


Mark Broomfield, “Black male dancers and the performance of masculinity on- and offstage,” 2010


Alexis Weisbrod, “Competition dance: redefining dance in the United States,” 2010

Maral Yessayan, “Performing Jordan In An Era Of Transformative Globalization The Emergence Of Alternative Labor Market,” 2010

Ying Zhu, “Remembering through the corpus: The intersection of (moving) bodies with architecture at the Vietnam Veterans Memorial,” 2010


Premalatha Thiagarajan, “Performing Indian Dance in Malaysia,” 2012
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Sarah Holmes, “A critical dance studies examination of the teaching methodologies, exercises, and principles of Pilates,” 2013


Gabriela Mendoza-Garcia, “Bodily renderings of the Jarabe Tapatio in early Twentieth-Century Mexico and the millennial United,” 2013


Ana Maria Tamayo-Duque, “En Colombia se baila asi: intersectional bodies, race, gender and nation building in the Barranquilla Carnival,” 2013

Elizabeth Kurien, “Kutiyattam: intangible heritage and transnationalism,” 2013

Laura Vriend, “Choreographing urbanisms: site, spatiality and experimental dance in Philadelphia,” 2013

Jessica Behm, “Bodies of war: the embodiment of force in theaters of war,” 2014

Melissa Hudson Bell, “Audience engagement in San Francisco’s contemporary dance scene: forging connections through food,” 2014

Jessica Herring, “Hope races toward repetition: ‘Fondly do we hope…fervently do we pray’,” 2014

Ashley Smith, “Reproducible dances: reconstructing the ‘ephemeral’ with funding from the National Endowment for the Arts’ ‘American masterpieces: Dance’ Program,” 2014

Lindsey Michelle Timmons Summers, “dancing Christian from Ruth St. Denis to pole dancing for Jesus,” 2014


Ashley Smith, “Reproducible dances: reconstructing the “ephemeral” with funding from the National Endowment for the Arts’ “American masterpieces: Dance” Program,” 2014


Jessica Dellecave, “Reading the AGAINNESS of Vietname in Contemporary United States Antiwar Choreography,” 2015
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Sang Woo Ha, “Embodiments of Korean Mask Dance (T’alch’um) from the 1960s to the 1980s: Traversing National Identity, Subjectivity, Gender Binary,” 2015